GREEN FILMMAKING WORKSHOP

November 5, 2014, Wednesday

On the concluding day of the Amritsar CMS VATAVARAN International Environment & Wildlife Film Festival and Forum, a Green Film Making Workshop for students’ participants across various schools, colleges of the city was organized on November 5, 2014, at G N Conference Hall, Guru Nanak Dev University between 09:00 am and 06:30 pm.

The workshop was conducted by Mohd Aamir Aijaz, who is a young enthusiastic, creative and committed filmmaker & development communication professional from A J K M C R C, Jamia Millia Islamia, New Delhi.
Mohd Aamir Aijaz, Filmmaker conducting the Green Filmmaking workshop

The workshop was graced by the dignitaries, including Mr Arif Nazir, Head and Mr Amit Kumar, Editor from Department of Mass Communication and Video Production, D A V College of Amritsar; Ms Ravleen Marwah, Senior Programme Officer and Ms Nitima Bhatia, Project Officer, Punjab State Council for Science & Technology Chandigarh; and filmmaker Mohd Aamir Aijaz, New Delhi.

Mr Arif Nazir, Head of Department of Mass Communication and Video Production, D A V College of Amritsar giving special inputs in the Green Filmmaking workshop
Mr Sundeep C Srivastav, Head Coordination - CMS VATAVARAN addressed the delegates. He strongly stressed on the importance of promoting cinematic exposure to young minds and also explained about the motto behind organising such green filmmaking workshops in various cities of India. Dr Adarsh Pal Vig, Associate Professor and festival Coordinator gave the welcome note and apprised the delegates about film making process comprising of various steps such as production/editing/media planning etc.

*Participants are at GNDU Botanical Garden for the shooting. Filmmaker Mohd Aamir Aijaz is giving tips for the shoot*

The workshop was attended by 55 participants who under the guidance of the expert filmmaker learnt the fundamentals of shooting environmental films. Divided into six groups, the participants were taken to GNDU Botanical Garden to shoot small clippings on biodiversity. In the second half, they were given training on film editing at the G N Conference Hall.

*Mr Amit Kumar, Editor of Department of Mass Communication and Video Production, D A V College of Amritsar involved in editing session along with the participants*
CMS VATAVARAN has organised this workshop with the support of Department of Mass Communication and Video Production, D A V College of Amritsar as Knowledge Partner. Delegates who enthusiastically participated in this workshop were from different schools, colleges, institutes and civil society group. Apart from Guru Nanak Dev University, participants were from Hindu College, DAV College of Amritsar, G D Goenka Public School, DAV Public School and All India Women Conference.

On the behalf of CMS VATAVARAN Mr Sundeep C Srivastav, Head Coordination Felicitating Dr Adarsh Pal Vig, Associate Professor, DoBES, GNDU & Festival Coordinator

On the behalf of CMS VATAVARAN Dr Adarsh Pal Vig, Associate Professor, DoBES, GNDU & Festival Coordinator Felicitating Mohd Aamir Aijaz